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▧ Reconceptualize how individual thinks and talks about 
mental health and mental illness
▧ Review individual’s mental health rights and 
responsibilities
Source: Mental Rehab & Bouncing Mind Slide by Amalia Madihie, (2020)
Source: Mental Rehab & Bouncing Mind Slide by Amalia Madihie, (2020)
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1. Do you have nightmares or think of traumatic event when 
you do not want to? 
2. Do you go out of your way to avoid situations that remind 
you of the event?
3. Have you been constantly on guard or easily startled? 
4. Have you felt numbed or detached from people, activities, 
or your surroundings?
5. Have you felt unable to stop blaming yourself for the event 









Q: If you were having a personal or emotional 
problem, how likely is it that you would seek 





5. Mental Health Professional (i.e.: Counsellor)
6. Phone Helpline
7. Religious leader (i.e.: Ustaz/Ustazah, Priest) 






We never heard about it before this 
But COVID19 can simply change our life 
Our social, Our behavior, Our emotion, Our way 
of thinking
We are fighting the invisible 
We are struggling inside out
We hear infections and losses day by day 
We fear, We anxious
When crisis struck, we live with family
Family becomes Number 1
We adapt and adapt
Sometimes Family makes us lonely 
Though we live under the same roof  
Physically presence, but not the heart
We feel empty in our own home 
Friends are so far away 
Trying to find new cyber friends 
Lucky us, if  we found the good one
And sometimes we don’t
Nevertheless, life must go on
We must fight till the end
Together hand in hand
Together be resilient
Globally, stop the chain
Come back to the root of  life 






As overcoming adversity, 
whilst also potentially subtly 
changing, or even dramatically 
transforming (aspects of) that 
adversity (Hart et al., 2013b; 
2016)
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 A ‘bounce back’ state in individuals: adapt 
and adopt after any adversities, setbacks, 
changes, and/or obstacles in life (Amalia 
Madihie, Sidek Mohd Noah, Maznah Baba & 
Wan Marzuki Wan Jaafar, 2015)
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 A process of adapting well in the face 
of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats 
or significant sources of stress — such 
as family and relationship problems, 








 Are aware of situations, their own emotional 
reactions and the behavior of those around 
them
 Are able to regulate and manage feelings, it is 
essential to understand what is causing them 
and why. 
 By remaining aware, resilient people can 
maintain control of a situation and think of 
new ways to tackle problems.
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1. Support the development of life 
skills 
2. Promote social connectedness
3. Identify students/peers at risk
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Promote mental health is 
important as physical 
health! 
BEING RESILIENT is vital  
in dealing with any 
adversity of life





2. Facebook: Amalia Madihie 
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Q & A Session 
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